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A correspondent has
asked me about the
origins of a legend
which has become
known as ‘The phage
in the letter’.
Common to all
variants of this story
is the following: one
scientist, called X,
sends a request to
another, Z, for a
particular bacteriophage strain which
Z has discovered. Z replies saying he
is not sending it out. X thereupon
plates out the letter and retrieves the
phage from it. Some versions include
a third scientist, Y, to whom the
outraged X takes the letter; it is Y
who advises X on how to recover the
bacteriophage.
Now Z, in this story, is Norton
Zinder, who discovered an RNA
phage, f2, in the sewers of New York
and who did not send out the phage
to the large number of scientists who
requested it. He also found a single-
stranded DNA filamentous phage,
f1, in the same sewage. Both f1 and
f2 would only grow on bacteria with a
sex factor. It has been suggested that
I was either X or Y in the legend;
that is, I either plated out the letter
myself or got somebody else to do it.
In fact, this is an invented story and,
with one exception to be recounted
later, I do not know that it has ever
been attempted. 
I can now disclose the origins of
this legend, which has a rather
complicated prehistory. Readers of
this column may have noticed that
my generation spent a lot of time
devising ingenious solutions to
various problems which could have
been handled more promptly and
more simply. Among these was the
perennial problem of what to do with
the person who first sends you a
request for ten phage strains, which
you send by return, and then
immediately asks for another fifty
cultures, whereupon you begin to
regret that you had answered so
promptly. It never occurred to us that
we could simply refuse at this point
with the cry, ‘Enough is enough’.
No, the response had to be
complicated and mysterious. 
The bane of every bacteriophage
worker’s life in those days was
bacteriophage T1. This phage resists
drying and once it gets into a
laboratory it is almost impossible to
eliminate. Raging epidemic
infections of bacteriophage T1 have
been known to wipe out a laboratory
in a matter of hours. George
Streisinger and I invented the idea of
a phage in a letter as a deterrent to
those who kept on asking for strains.
All requests would be met, but the
letters would be liberally sprinkled
with bacteriophage T1. When the
recipients contacted us again with
more requests we would send them
some word of sympathy about the
terrible disaster in their laboratory
and apologise for not being able to
meet any further requests as we had
given instructions that all their
correspondence was to be
incinerated on receipt, for fear of
passing on the infection.
When Norton Zinder published
his paper on the RNA phage, I
thought of writing to ask him for a
sample of it (or f1, for that matter)
because I wanted to use it to test
bacteria for the presence of sex
factor. However, I knew that if I gave
this reason he would not believe me,
and would suspect that I had made it
up, simply to get the phage and work
on RNA replication. Many people
complained to me, and I am sure to
others, about his not turning over his
discovery to the world instantly, and
there was much talk about how
everything should be made available
once it is published. I did suggest to
more than one of these people that
they should try to recover the phage
by plating out the letter. Perhaps I
was guilty of hinting that I had
successfully done this myself. 
I obtained many of these phages
myself simply by going to the
Cambridge sewage plant and
bringing back a bottle of their best
vintage and plating it on bacteria
with a sex factor. Prodigious as New
York sewage might be, we could still
match it. Other people also went to
their particular sewers and found
their own phages, some of which,
such as Qß, an RNA phage, and
M13, a DNA phage, became more
famous than the original finds. I
didn’t want to add to the confusion,
but to this day still use my isolates to
test bacteria for their sex.
François Jacob told me that
whenever he wanted a phage he
would take himself off to the nearest
pharmacie, where all kinds of phage
were sold as remedies for intestinal
complaints. I traced the history of
these and found that many had been
isolated from the Paris sewers by two
characters called Sertic and
Boulgakov. The X in phage QX174 is
not the letter ‘eks’ but the Roman
numeral ten, indicating that it was
the 174th isolate from a particularly
good sewer in the Xe arrondissement.
The nearest I came to
surreptitiously obtaining a microbial
strain was when David Secher was
working in Cambridge on a
monoclonal antibody to interferon.
After David had managed to get
Charles Weissmann to send a bottle
of extract containing the valuable
cloned interferon, I urged him to
plate out the contents to see if we
could recover the strain that had
produced the interferon. Charles
phoned anxiously a few days later
because he could not remember
whether he had filtered the extract
before sending it to us. David could
reassure him that, having followed
my instructions, he could confirm
that the extract was sterile. Of
course, Charles is of the right vintage
to know that he could have added
some T1 to the extract to make
doubly sure that we did not acquire
his interferon clone!
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